Fuzzy clustering based algorithm for determination of the two-phase gas-liquid flows similarity level

Abstract. In the article there is a description of the FCM based algorithm for the determination of the similarity level of the current investigated by the capacitance process tomography methods to the previously prepared pattern flows. Additionally readers can find a description of raw tomographic data collection method used, preparation of the most significant features vector routine and basic theoretical issues.

Streszczenie.artykuł zawiera opis algorytmu opartego na klasyfikacji rozmytej mającego na celu wyznaczenie wartości podobieństwa badanych za pomocą metod pojemnościowej tomografii przemysłowej przepływów dwufazowych do wcześniej przygotowanych przepływów wzorcowych. W artykule można znaleźć opis wykorzystanych metod akwizycji danych, przygotowania wektora cech znaczących oraz podstawowych zagadnień teoretycznych. Algorytm do wyznaczania stopnia podobieństwa przepływów dwufazowych typu gaz ciecz oparty na klasyfikacji rozmytej.
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Introduction

The importance of the two phase gas-liquid flows can be easily noticed in various fields of the industry, for example in power plant facilities – as a tool of cooling system checking, in bioengineering facilities – as a tool of various processes investigation etc. Rapid development of knowledge about this kind of flow regimes allows developing new, quick methods of their identification and control. Nowadays there is a significant trend in two phase gas-liquid flow regimes identification – image reconstruction and identification [8].

Despite of common usage of such methods and technological advancement of devices used in such identification processes, there is still a problem with the long time needed to identification of the flow regimes. In this article the authors presents a new method of two phase gas-liquid flows analysis based on a raw tomographic data (described in [1, 2]) and a fuzzy algorithms without using the image reconstruction.

The raw tomographic data used in studies came from electrical capacitance tomography (ECT) method, and were obtained from semi industrial research facility located in the authors institute.

Research setup

During the research the authors used 3D ECT system described in [8]. Two most important modules of that system are:

32 electrodes capacitance sensors - The sensors used in the research were constructed on the basis of the technique of multiple winding a synthetic fabric fiber with an epoxy resin laminate [4]. The process of determining the optimal structure of the sensor was conducted by both theoretical and experimentally. The theoretical analysis was applied to the standard rules of determining the capacitance distribution within the capacitors on the basis of the physical phenomena occurring in the electric field. However, the analysis of between electrodes capacitance, collected using Agilent E4980A LCR meter, made it possible to effectively identify the areas of the sensor interior with a lower sensitivity and adopt a strategy for the sensor interior capacitance electrodes structure, characterized by uniform sensitivity measurement throughout the whole scan.

ECT tomograph – this device is the most important part in all installations and setups of that kind. The tomograph is responsible for raw tomographic data acquisition. Raw tomographic data are the between sensor electrodes capacitance measurements. During the research the raw data was normalized before the analysis - the desirability of this procedure was described in [6].

The raw data obtained by the tomograph are aggregated in the form of measurement vectors – the measurement frames. Each frame contains 496 between electrodes capacitance measurements, used in research tomograph device allow to collect 12 measurement frames per second.

Before the measurement frames could be aggregated into a analyze matrix (analyze matrix consist of the series of frames collected during one type of flow. The range of the matrix depends on the frame acquisition time) there is a need of their values validation. All of the frames, where there is even one wrong measurement (wrong means that the measurement value has out of range value – overflow) are dropped and not taking into account during the analysis.

Features describing the investigated and pattern flows are calculated from each row of the analyze matrix.

Table 1. The schema of the analyze matrix

| F1M1 | F2M1 | … | FnM1 |
| F1M2 | F2M2 | … | FnM2 |
| … | … | … | … |
| F1Mn | F2Mn | … | Fnn |

where: $F_{iM_j}$ – first measurement inside the first frame, $F_{nM_i}$ – i-th measurement inside n-th frame.
Introduction to fuzzy logic

Fuzzy logic is a multi-valued logic and a generalization of the classical two-valued approach. It was proposed by Lotfi Zadeh and is closely related to his theory of fuzzy sets [10]. The fuzzy logic, in opposition to standard two-valued logic, between the state of 0 (false) and the state of 1 (true) extends a number of intermediate values that determine the degree of membership of the element to the investigated collections (clusters).

Fuzzy logic is proved useful in engineering applications where the classical logic of classifying (only by the criterion of true and false) cannot effectively deal with many ambiguities and contradictions. There is a lot of applications [7, 8], including electronic control systems (machines, vehicles etc.), data mining tasks, or in the construction of expert systems where the fuzzy logic and fuzzy logic based algorithms are in use. The best example of fuzzy logic application is the vehicle ABS system presented by Mitsubishi Company in 1992.

Fuzzy c-means

FCM (fuzzy c-means) classifier is the most popular classifier based on fuzzy logic. This algorithm classification mechanism allows to the classification of one object to more than one cluster (group) with varying degrees of belonging to them – instead of standard classic 2 valued logic based classification where an object belongs to the cluster or not. A characteristic feature of the algorithm is that the shape of each cluster in the feature space is the same, and depends on the accepted standards. Operation of the algorithm is based on the minimization criterion:

\[
J(X; U, V) = \sum_{i=1}^{c} \sum_{k=1}^{M} (\mu_{ik})^m || X_k - V_i ||^2_d
\]

where: \( U \) is a membership matrix [10, 3], and \( V \) is a matrix representing the centers of clusters determined by the algorithm.

Fuzzy classifier algorithm can be divided into the following steps:

1. Randomly initialize the membership matrix \( U \):

\[
U = [\mu_{ik}]
\]

where:

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{c} \mu_{ik}, \forall j = 1,2,...,n
\]

- Determination of the cluster centers

\[
c_i = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \mu_{ij} X_j}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \mu_{ij}}
\]

where:

\[
\mu_i = \frac{1}{\sum_{j=1}^{M} \left( \frac{d_{ij}}{d_{ij}} \right)^{m-1}}
\]

where: \( d_{ij} \) - Position of the center of the j-th cluster in the i-th iteration;

- Determination of a new membership matrix \( U \) (including new cluster centers)

Before the algorithm start user needs to define a distance measure, which will be measured distance between an object and clusters centers (for example the Euclidean distance – as used in presented research), the number of desired clusters and the fuzzyfication parameter \( m \). The m parameter defines the amount of classification results fuzzyfication and its value should be as follows:

\[
m > 1
\]

The value of \( m \) parameter close to one will make the classification results to be similar to the one obtained using crisp classifiers (KNN, HCM), while the value of the \( m \) parameter is too high, degrees of objects membership to a particular class will be close to the inverse of their number. In practice, [3] the most common value of the \( m \) parameter is equal to 2.

Features calculation

In the word literature from feature extraction and calculation field the authors found that there are some features that are commonly used in the various kind of raw data description process – namely the statistical features.

In the presented research the authors used 4 most common (in the literature [5, 9]) statistical features for each of test set (a 180-piece set of corresponding measurement values in the test ECT frames sequence – 180 is a set of frames collected in the time of 15 seconds and with the speed of 12 frames per second). Knowing that every ECT frame holds 496 measurements, which with usage of 4 statistical features for every set gives1984 features describing a given sequence of test ECT frames.

The arithmetical mean is the first statistical feature used in the research, which can be used to determine a similarity between tested set of frames and a predefined set representing some flow pattern.

\[
\bar{x} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i}{n}
\]

where: \( n \) is the number of values in the test set (in the described study it is 180) and \( x_i \) is the i-th value of the collection.

The second statistical feature selected was the standard deviation. In statistics and probability theory, standard deviation shows how much variation or dispersion exists from the average (mean), or expected value. A low standard deviation indicates that the data points tend to be very close to the mean; high standard deviation indicates that the data points are spread out over a large range of values.

\[
\sigma = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})^2}{n-1}}
\]

Third feature used to describe investigated sets is the skewness of a set. In probability theory and statistics, skewness is a measure of the extent to which a probability distribution of a real-valued random variable "leans" to one side of the mean. The skewness value can be positive, negative or even undefined.

\[
g = \frac{m}{m^2 * \sigma^2}
\]

where:
The last feature used to the tested sets description is kurtosis. It is used to describe if the set distribution is slender flattened. In other words the kurtosis of the set is used to determine the concentration of the variable around the mean value:

\[
m_2 = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})^2}{n}
\]

(10)

\[
m_3 = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})^3}{n - 1}
\]

(11)

\[
m_4 = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})^4}{n}
\]

(12)

where:

\[
g_2 = m_2 - 3
\]

(13)

Table 2. Example of the significant features calculation for one flow type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slug pattern flow1</th>
<th>Slug pattern flow2</th>
<th>Slug pattern flow3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where features considered as a similar are bolded

Table 3. Example of the most significant features for each type of flow

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slug flow</th>
<th>Layer flow</th>
<th>Foam flow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.9732931</td>
<td>0.809204</td>
<td>1.265042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.156781</td>
<td>1.747797</td>
<td>1.184039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.065585</td>
<td>1.195555</td>
<td>1.188933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0795476</td>
<td>0.8923343</td>
<td>1.188933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0089927</td>
<td>0.05218058</td>
<td>0.0278025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.036832</td>
<td>1.062161</td>
<td>1.188965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9574885</td>
<td>0.7429235</td>
<td>1.269663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.093333</td>
<td>1.047041</td>
<td>1.196884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9817279</td>
<td>0.8536359</td>
<td>1.169193</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where features considered as a different are bolded

Following calculations shows the procedure of determination of most significant features vector and the results of FCM algorithm. The necessity of most important features determination is caused by the nature of investigated phenomena. Most of the features describing one flow have no connection with corresponding features in another same type flow. In order to accurate classification results the features needs to be filtered. Most significant feature is the feature similar inside one flow type and different between different flow types. All values of features similarity or difference where experimentally determined during the research. 2 values are similar when the difference between them is lower or equal than 10% and 2 values are different when the difference between them is more than 30% to 50%.

As it could be noticed in table 4, every pattern flow has high value of similarity inside one type of flow and very low value of similarity between different flow types.

By the similarity level value the authors mean the membership value calculated by the FCM algorithm. Used in the research version of the algorithm returns the information about the object classification (flow classification) in range (0,1) (0-the object is not a member of the investigated cluster, 1-the object is a member of only the investigated cluster both of those values are unreachable due to the algorithm nature).

Obtained membership value can be interpreted as value of the level of similarity (where 0 – completely different from the flow placed in the cluster center, 1- exactly the same as a flow placed in the cluster center) where the flow placed in the cluster center is the perfect example of one two phase gas-liquid flow and its position in the feature space is determined in the iterations of the FCM algorithm.

**Method application**

Presented method and its results have various applications. Two of the applications are their usage in fuzzy inference about two phase gas-liquid flows regimes systems and installation of two phase gas-liquid flows fuzzy control systems. Both of these projects are currently being implemented by the authors. The simplest way to use presented results is to connect them with context information about the two phase gas-liquid flows – namely gas flow rate and liquid flow rate. Those information can be merged in the fuzzy reasoning rules [10].

As an example of such rule we can present the rule that determines the layer flow (one of many rules):
if investigated flow is very similar to a layer flow (presented method results) and gas flow rate is medium and liquid flow rate is medium then investigated flow is a layer flow

Corresponding fuzzy rules can be also used in the installation control process, for example in the situation when installation user wants to obtain waved flow when currently investigated flow is a layer flow:

if investigated flow is very similar to a layer flow (presented method results) and gas flow rate is medium and liquid flow rate is medium and flow regime should be a waved flow then increase the gas flow rate slightly

All used fuzzy values as slightly, medium or very similar needs to be previously determined in the inference algorithm learning process. In this moment the authors are able to perform an inference only for few flow types, but obtained results are very promising and conform to the presented fuzzy rules.

Conclusions

Presented in this paper method allows to obtain the value of similarity level of two phase gas-liquid flow regimes using only normalized raw tomographic data. The speed and the accuracy of the obtained results allow to use presented method in the applications where the speed of the algorithms is crucial – to example in the on-line two phase flows installation monitoring system. The most important task before the method usage is appropriate input data preparation. Properly selected coefficients of the most significant features provides to obtaining very accurate results, even for flows which are difficult to recognize even for the expert.
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